
PRIVACY POLICY AND COOKIES 

 

I. General provisions 

This document explains the terms and ways of accumulating, processing and using 
information about web users of www.idesignthinking.pl (“Service”).  

The Service Operator is Design Group based in Warsaw, Komitetu Obrony Robotników 48 
street.  

The Service obtains information about Service Users and their behaviour by saving Internet 
cookies on their end devices, and also by collecting www server logs by hosting operator.  

The Service can also save information about connection parameters (time, IP address).  

 

II. Internet cookies 

This Service uses Internet cookies.  

Internet cookies are informatics data, especially small text files, that are saved and stored on 
Users’ end devices and through which Users make use of the Service website.  

Internet cookies are used to adjust Service website content to individual preferences of the 
User, and also to recognize Users’ end device during his next visit on the Service website. This 
way using cookies enables a smoother use of the Service website. Also, cookies allow to collect 
statistic data which serves to improve Services’ structure and content.  

The Service uses two types of Internet cookies:  

• Session cookies are temporary and are stored on Users’ end device until he logs out, 
leaves the site or closes web browser  

• Persistent cookies are stored on the Users’ end device during the amount of time 
specified in cookie parameters or until deleted by the User  

Other types of Internet cookies are also in use:  

• Essential cookies enable using different services, for example authentication cookies 
used when Service authentication is required  

•  Efficiency cookies enable to collect information about Service uses  
• Functional cookies enable to remember Users’ set up and personal interface, for 

example  

regarding chosen language and region, font size, website appearance etc.  



• Advertising cookies enable to provide the User with advertisements according to his 
interests  

• Cookies used for security reasons, for example to detect abuse in Service 
authentication  

The Service User can make changes to Internet cookie settings at any time in the web 
browser options. However, limiting cookie use may influence some of the functions 
available on the Service website.  

The Service operator has access to Internet cookies and is responsible for placing them 
on Users’ end devices. 

  

III. Server logs 

Information about some Users’ actions are logged into the server. That data is used only for 
Service administration purposes. Viewed resources are indentified though their URL.  

 

IV. Personal data 

No personal data is collected from Service Users.  

 


